Colmac Coil introduces its new Shell and Helix cascade heat exchanger designed to make cascade refrigeration systems more cost effective and robust.

- Cost effective all stainless steel construction
- Compact multiple nested helixes (coils)
- Extremely low strain/stress at weld joints
- High tubeside design pressure - up to 1700 psig (119 bar)
- Allows reverse cycle hot gas defrosting
- Capacities up to 40 TR (144 kW)
- Patent pending
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Other Quality Products From Colmac Coil

Heating and Cooling Coils  Heat Pipes for Heat Recovery  Dry Coolers for Glycol or Gas Cooling  Refrigeration Evaporators  Air Cooled Condensers

CE(PED) Certification, ASME Sec. VIII, Canadian Registration Number, UL508, Canadian Standards Association

Visit www.colmaccoil.com for more information and resources:
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Colmac Coil Manufacturing, Inc.
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Midwest US Manufacturing
Colmac Coil Midwest
350 Baltimore Dr. | Paxton, IL 60957 | USA

"The Heat Transfer Experts"
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